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We are pleased to welcome you to the “International Conference on 

Agronomy and Agricultural techniques” after the successful completion of 
the series of Agronomy Congress. The congress is scheduled to take place 

in the beautiful city of Singapore on September 24-25, 2021. This 2021 
conference will provide you with an exemplary research experience and huge 
ideas. 

The perspective of the Agronomy Conference is to set up novel research 
techniques to help researchers understand how innovative techniques have 

advanced and how the field has developed in recent years. 

The Agricultural industry channels an important proportion of total 
research in most developed countries. In Europe, for example, it represents 

about 13% of total R&D. In recent years, Agriculture companies have been 
accused of devoting their resources mainly to minor improvements over 

existing that require short clinical trials and have a small risk of not being 
accepted. The provision functions were an integral part of a large company’s 
R&D function but nowadays they are most likely to be outsourced under 

contract to external societies specializing in a particular service, especially if 
these activities are not seen to offer a competitive advantage to the company 

The Conference contains Keynote Forum, Oral and Poster presentations, 
Young Research Forum and Exhibitions. The aim is to gather prominent 

academic scientists, researchers, specialists, industrialists and research 
scholars to discussed and share their know-hows and research works on all 
aspects of Agronomy and Agricultural techniques. Longdom Conferences 

organizes 3000+Global Events comprises of 600+ Conferences, 1200+ 

Workshops and 1200+ Symposiums every year in USA, Europe & Asia with 

support from 1000 more scientific societies 

To enhance the field and make people aware of it. The organizing committee 
decided to hold a conference. Novel and innovative techniques are the 

fast growing and developing areas of Agronomy and Agriculture. Agronomy 
conference brings together individuals who have an interest in different 

fields of Agriculture . It is a forum to explore issues of mutual concern as 
well as exchange knowledge, share evidence, ideas, and generate solutions 

People who have missed attending the past conference are most welcome 

to present your research ideas at The Agritech 2021 This conference will 
help you improve networking with eminent people in the field of research. 

Agronomy Conference aims to discover advances in innovative techniques 
in Agronomy Clinical Trials education in relation to health disparities as 
well as a breadth of other topics. According to the reports, total Nutrition 

care spending of London is 9.7% of GDP according to 2014 and estimated 
to increase of 10.5% by 2019. Estimated Plant care expenditure of London 

is $209 million, it is higher compared to other countries of South America. 
Health care expenditure of Latin America is $89.2 billion and expected to 
increase to $101.8 billion by 2020. 

Agronomy conferences provides a global platform for exchanging ideas and 

makes us updated about the latest innovations in Agriculture. Opportunity 
to attend the presentations delivered by Eminent Scientists from all over the 
world. 

Agritech 2021 gives a couple of quantities of unexampled opportunities 

to control your calling. You can embrace new segments to Agriculture 
change your bits of knowledge and work with new developments and extra 
contemplations from experts at the forepart of Agronomy. 
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